PANCREATICOPLEURAL FISTULA- A RARE CAUSE OF HAEOMORRHAGIC PLEURAL EFFUSION
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PRESENTATION OF CASE
A 10-year-old boy presented with complaints of pain abdomen for 8 months, which had increased in severity for 15 days prior to admission along with fever, difficulty in respiration and right-sided dull aching chest pain. On examination, he was pale and tachypnoeic with a normal nutritional status. The trachea was shifted towards left, stony dullness was noted on percussion and breath sounds were decreased on the right side of the chest. Tenderness was present over epigastrium and right hypochondrium.

CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS
Clinically, the case was diagnosed as right-sided bacterial pleural effusion with chronic abdominal pain. Further investigations were planned to confirm the diagnosis and to find out the aetiology.

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
Differential diagnoses can be tubercular pleural effusion or haemorrhagic pleural effusion (rare). Differential diagnoses of pain abdomen can be hepatic abscess, right subphrenic abscess, pancreatic pseudocyst and acute or chronic pancreatitis. So immediate chest x-ray and pleural tapping were planned.

PATHOLOGICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL DISCUSSION
Routine blood examination showed Hb 12.3 gm%, TLC 18,800/mm3 with 87% neutrophils and ESR 30 mm A/EFH. Chest X-ray showed total homogenous opacification of the right hemithorax with gross mediastinal shift towards the left. On aspiration, pleural fluid was found to be haemorrhagic. Pleural fluid analysis showed protein 3.8 gm/dL, sugar 40 mg/dL, cell count 580 cells/cumm, mostly lymphocytes and presence of plenty of RBCs. There were no malignant cells. ADA was normal. Culture of pleural fluid showed growth of Acinetobacter baumannii. Tuberculin test was negative. PT, APTT, INR and platelet count were normal. Common causes of haemorrhagic pleural effusion are malignant effusion (most commonly Lymphoma), traumatic effusion, tubercular effusion or bleeding diathesis. The patient was started empirically on Vancomycin, which was changed to Imipenem later as per the sensitivity report.

Anti-tubercular therapy was not started, as Mantoux test and pleural fluid ADA were normal.

HRCT thorax was done and it showed right-sided massive pleural effusion with collapse and consolidation of the underlying lung parenchyma. In spite of repeated aspirations, pleural fluid rapidly re-accumulated causing increasing distress to the patient. An intercostal chest tube was inserted with controlled drainage as the fluid was haemorrhagic. Pain and tenderness in the epigastrium, however, persisted. A CECT abdomen was done to evaluate the chronic abdominal pain and tenderness and it revealed features of acute pancreatitis with multi-located collection in the right hepatorenal pouch and massive right-sided pleural effusion. Acute pancreatitis with right-sided massive pleural effusion, which rapidly recollected following repeated drainage led us to suspect a fistulous connection. Amylase and lipase levels in serum and pleural fluid were sent and was found to be significantly raised. Pleural fluid amylase and lipase levels were disproportionately raised when compared with the corresponding serum values. The amylase and lipase levels in serum and pleural fluid were (235.6 U/L and 3123.7 U/L) and (145.7 U/L and 1596 U/L) respectively. The differential diagnosis for amylase-rich pleural effusion includes acute pancreatitis, cancer of lung, pneumonia, oesophageal perforation, lymphoma, leukaemia, liver cirrhosis, hydronephrosis and pulmonary tuberculosis.[1][2] Subsequently, to find out the communication between the pleural cavity and pancreatic duct, an MRCP was done which showed features of acute on chronic pancreatitis and a long fistulous tract was noted from the Major Pancreatic Duct (MPD) from the head of pancreas, extending along the right sub-hepatic space and

Figure 1. Chest X-ray showing Total Homogenous Opacification of the Right Hemithorax with Gross Mediastinal Shift towards the Left.
hepatorenal pouch into the right pleural cavity via a well-defined transdiaphragmatic tract.

The patient had an uneventful recovery. The chest tube was removed and he was discharged post-operatively on Day 8. He was asymptomatic on 2 weeks and 1-month followup visit.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS

The final diagnosis of our case was Pancreatico-Pleural Fistula (PPF), which is a rare entity and accounts for less than 1% of cases of pleural effusion. Incidence varies between 0.4% - 4.5%. It is rarer in the paediatric population. It occurs due to disruption of the main pancreatic duct, resulting in leakage of pancreatic fluid into the pleural space due to acute or chronic pancreatitis or may follow traumatic or surgical disruption of the pancreatic duct or rupture of a pseudo-pancreatic cyst. PPF is characterised by massive pleural effusion with high amylase content and has a tendency to recur following treatment. While conservative management with inhibition of pancreatic secretion with octreotide may achieve closure of fistula in 31% to 45% of cases, surgery leads to healing in 80% to 90% of cases.

There are very few documented cases of pancreatico-pleural fistula presenting as non-resolving unilateral pleural effusion. PPF presenting as right-sided pleural effusion with intradiaphragmatic fistula rather than fistula through the diaphragmatic hiatus is rarer still. The classical presentation is that of an alcoholic middle-aged man who presents with respiratory distress and then found to have left-sided pleural effusion. Bilary duct obstruction constitutes the major aetiological factor in children. Although rare, right-sided or bilateral pleural effusion is also seen in such cases.

Very few cases of PPF have been reported in literature till now. In a study done by Ali T et al from University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, USA (2009), common presenting complaints of PPF were dyspnoea (65%) followed by abdominal pain (29%), cough (27%) and chest pain (23%). Similarly, a case report published by Wypych K et al (2011) where presenting feature was left-sided pleural effusion and according to literature left-sided pleural effusion is the commonest presentation. In our case, the patient presented with haemorrhagic right-sided pleural effusion which is not common.

Evaluation for the common aetiologies was unfruitful in our case and diagnosis was made only following the HRCT thorax and CECT abdomen, which suggested a PPF and the presence of high amylase and lipase levels in pleural fluid clinched the diagnosis. MRCP is considered the method of choice for suspected PPF. The entire fistulous tract could be delineated in our case by MRCP. It was peculiar to note that the fistulous tract ran intra-diaphragmatically rather than through the diaphragmatic hiatus, which is a common occurrence. We noticed significant reduction of secretion with octreotide, which has been found to also shorten the time to fistula closure. ERCP and stent placement is a non-operative therapy for PPF, but with variable result. Surgical intervention is the definitive line of management for PPF. Pylorus preserving pancreaticoduodenectomy was performed in our case as pancreatic resection and enteropancreatic anastomosis constitute the methods of surgical intervention to achieve drainage of pancreatic secretions.
So, PPF as a probable cause of haemorrhagic pleural effusion should be kept in mind particularly when associated with chronic abdominal pain. Because of the rarity of the condition usually the diagnosis is delayed, hence a high index of suspicion is required for early diagnosis and management.
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